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Group 12

Make Recipes Readable Again

Client/Advisor: Mat Wymore

Team Members:

John Paton - Team Lead

Brett Knous - Meeting Scribe

Luke Knous - Test Facilitator

Vismay Gehlot - Design Facilitator

Rithwik Gokhale - Report Facilitator

Weekly Summary: We all worked together and ended up with a working demo that performed

the main functionality of our project. We now simply need to refine and add extra functionality.

Past Week Accomplishments: Front end, back end, and web scraping components all finished

main functionality and are connected and working together.

Pending issues:  We need to add extra functionalities, such as ingredient scaling and font size

changing.

Individual Contributions:

Name Individual
Contributions

This week’s hours Cumulative hours

John Put all components
together to make a
working app with
main functionality
completed.

10 50



Bret finished migrating
JSON storage to
using react native
libraries. Integrated
the storage into the
demo project to use.
Started working on
slideshow for final
presentation.

12 58

Luke I worked on
implementing
functionality to switch
between both of our
app’s pages.
Resolved a local
repository issue
which prevented me
from pushing to
remote repository.
Did research and
work on possible
designs to create a
more professional
and clean app.
Started working to
make the app use the
url entered on the
first page to get
information.

14 53

Vismay worked on integrating
extra features such
as recipe scaling and
changing font size as
well as more
research and thought
into potential design
changes that would
allow the application
to look more
professional

10 48

Rithwik Since our last team
meeting and report, I
have been working
on implementing the
logic to display
cooking instructions
on the app’s second

8 44



page. These
instructions will be
grabbed from the
backend and printed
in the text box. The
logic is similar to the
implementation used
for the ingredients
section of the text
box.

Plans for the upcoming week:

● Complete instructions implementation and test with a range of websites which have

different lengths/sets of cooking instructions.

● Add font size changing

● Add ingredient amount scaling

Advisor meeting summary: Application was demonstrated and functional.


